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An Internet meme, commonly known as just a meme (/ m iË• m / MEEM), is an activity, concept, catchphrase,
or piece of media that spreads, often as mimicry or for humorous purposes, from person to person via the
Internet. An Internet meme usually takes the form of an image (traditionally an image macro), GIF or video.It
may be just a word or phrase, sometimes including intentional misspellings ...
Internet meme - Wikipedia
This is a partial list of social and cultural phenomena specific to the Internet, also known as Internet memes,
such as popular themes, catchphrases, images, viral videos, and jokes.When such fads and sensations
occur online, they tend to grow rapidly and become more widespread because the instant communication
facilitates word of mouth
List of Internet phenomena - Wikipedia
Funny Games est un thriller autrichien rÃ©alisÃ© par Michael Haneke, sorti en 1997. En 2007, Michael
Haneke rÃ©alise un remake de son propre film, intitulÃ© Funny Games US. Un couple (Anna, Georges), leur
fils (lui aussi s'appelle Georges) et leur chien partent passer quelques jours dans leur maison ...
Funny Games (film, 1997) â€” WikipÃ©dia
You have not yet voted on this site! If you have already visited the site, please help us classify the good from
the bad by voting on this site.You do not need to login to vote.
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